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What kind of training do we provide?
Currently we are only providing social engineering training, but we may be
offering application-programming security training in the future. We are one of the few
companies that provide social engineering training, who has experienced social engineers
as instructors. Currently we do all of our training on site, but can arrange a meeting
location if you do not have the facilities.

How is our training structured?
1. Introduction
2. What is social engineering, why do people do it?
a. How does social engineering work and why is it getting more popular?
b. Real life examples of social engineering attacks will be given.
3. Various methods used to get information
a. Bypassing electronic and mechanical lock systems
b. Dumpster Diving
c. Forged Documents
d. Intercom, Paging, and Radio Systems
e. Staff impersonation
f. Telephone and Voicemail systems
g. Websites
4. How to protect sensitive information
a. What are the best methods for disposal of sensitive information?
5. How to recognize and react when someone tries to social engineer you.
6. The importance of implementing an on-going employee security awareness
program.
Questions may be asked at any time during the training.

Are there any prerequisites for the training?
We try to keep our social engineering training very straightforward and easy to
understand. Because of this only basic proficiency in fundamental computer operation is
recommended, but not mandatory. We are able to do this because we have designed our
training to be useful to all lines of work, not just for those who may use a computer on a
daily basis.
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How long does the training normally take?
The training usually takes a day, however depending on the size of the class and
the number of questions asked it can sometimes go into a second day, although this is
rare. In either case you will be charged the same and will not incur any additional
charges.

How is the training priced?
Our current pricing system allows us to train a single group of 40 or less
individuals for $2000 plus travel expenses. If you wish to train more than 40 individuals
feel free to contact us so that we may discuss your needs and provide the best solution for
you.
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